
Writing
Your
abc’s
An exploration into the difference between girls and boys writing
movements.

“
”

The experiment started with a task being set to record a set of data using a 
Nintendo Wii Remote as a receiver. A small group of us 
decided to collect the data through arm and hand movements you use while you 
are writing..... So armed with a Wii remote we went to find 10 girls and 10 boys that 
would participate.  

When we had our willing candidates and had given them 
the Wii Remote we simply asked them to “write A B C on an 
imaginary blackboard”  We didn’t wanted to keep the 
instructions very simply to it didn’t influence their actions. 
We wanted them to visualize it, the way they felt 
appropriate or inspired to!

As the remote is 
picking up the 
movements with the 
sensors it turns it into 
binary data.  For each 
new candidate a new set 
of data was recorded so 
comparisons could be 
made.

Within a Wii remote their are sensors that detect motion that are 
normally used for while you  are playing the games. For this 
experiment the wii worked as a magical sensory object that recorded 
the acceleration in the x,y,z axis and the pitch and roll (tilting of the 
remote) because the candidate was holding the remote while they were 
writing the recordings corresponded to the writing.

When all our recordings were complete, processing was used to write a program that would turn the binary data that we had received into a visual 
representation of 10 girls and 10 boys writing “A B C” At this stage i was very interested to see if there differences between the way that boys and 
girls write. I visualized my data by making each movement (x,y,x,pitch,roll) control the size of the circles. Each circle also represents a different 
movement (see below) While the visualization was animated on screen you could see the writing process as a whole, and the changes that 
happened. By turning my visualizations into a flick book you keep the same animation, but you can also explore it deeper looking at each frame in 
more detail!
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The frames above show which circles correspond to a specific movement 
with the Wii remote. You can then use these to think about the different 
writing motions in the flick books! The bigger and more frequent the circles 
are, the more movement there was in that direction.


